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The NASA Thesaurus Supplement replaces the former 6-Month Cumulative Listing of the
NASA Thesaurus Changes. This cumulative supplement to the NASA Thesaurus 1982 edition,
incorporates all of the information normally contained in the previous publication as well as two
new features: complete hierarchies and access vocabulary. It is hoped that the additional
information and the improved legibility will make this a more useful product than its
predecessor. Subsequent issues of the supplement will be cumulative and will be issued every
six months. For detailed information on the use of the NASA Thesaurus Supplement, consult
the front matter of the NASA Thesaurus 1982 edition.
Users are encouraged to consult the online NASA Thesaurus for the most complete and up-to-
date information. Addenda to old hierarchies in the 1982 edition of the NASA Thesaurus are
not given because they are readily found in the online NASA Thesaurus. Inclusion of such a
feature would have substantially increased the size of the publication. In using the hierarchies
in the online NASA Thesaurus, users are cautioned that these hierarchies list broad and
narrow terms and not their interrelationships. The online NASA Thesaurus does not show the
exact relationship when there are more than three broad and/or narrow terms.
New terms to this issue are indicated with a bullet and larger type Designed for browsability,
each new term appears in the format of the following example:
• Earthnet
Many times cross references are later made postable terms. These are shown in Part 3. When
new cross references are added to older terms, the term that is referred to is not listed unless
it is also a new term. For older terms check the printed or the online NASA Thesaurus.
Any comments or suggestions about this publication, including suggestions for new terms,
should be directed to the Lexicographer, NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility,




A listing of new NASA Thesaurus terms and their hierarchies
supplementing the NASA Thesaurus Hierarchical Listing.
PART 2
ACCESS VOCABULARY






































































































































AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAM
USE ACEE PROGRAM
AIRCRAFT POWER SUPPLIES













































































































































































SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H

























































USE ENERGY GAPS (SOLID STATE)
BANDSTOP FILTERS
1


















































UF REARWARD FACING STEPS


























































































































USE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
CAM (MANUFACTURING)






















































CDC CYBER 205 COMPUTER
GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
CDC COMPUTERS
CDC CYBER 205 COMPUTER
DIGITAL COMPUTERS




































SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F







































































RT MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G























































































































































































































































































USE DEMAND ASSIGNMENT MULTIPLE
ACCESS
DAST PROGRAM

















































































































RT MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B















































































ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT NASA THESAURUS SUPPLEMENT (PART 1)
ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT












































































SN (DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS EXCLUDES
PROTOTYPES)

























































FEATURE IDENTIFICATION AND LOCATION
EXPER























































































































































































































































































SN (RN ABOVE 3,000)


































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS SUPPLEMENT (PART 1) MILANKOVITCH THEORY































LOW INTENSITY X RAY IMAGING SCOPE
USE LIXISCOPES
LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
SN (RN BELOW 2,000)












































































































RT EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS
SATELLITE NETWORKS














FIT USSR SPACE PROGRAM
MEGAMECHANICS





















































































MINIMAL SURFACES NASA THESAURUS SUPPLEMENT (PART 1)
MINIMAL SURFACES

















GS MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS













































































NEW YORK CITY (NY)
GS CITIES

























































































































OPTICAL DATA STORAGE MATERIALS
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS











NASA THESAURUS SUPPLEMENT (PART 1) RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDES
OPTICAL COMPUTEHS-fCOA/TV
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
OPTICAL MEMORY (DATA STORAGE)
OPTICAL DISKS


















































PIONEER 12 SPACE PROBE













































































































































































































































































































































UF SOLAR SELECTIVE COATINGS


















SHIP TO SHORE COMMUNICATION
GS TELECOMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION
































USE SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR
SIR-B
















RT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
SOFAR



























DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
PROGRAM VERIFICATION (COMPUTERS)
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING






































SOLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
GS ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
SOLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS

























































































RT LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES
ORBITAL ASSEMBLY
ORBITAL SERVICING






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
RT COLUMBIA (ORBITER)




SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B-(CONT.)
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
RT CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
• SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
RT CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
• SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
RT CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
• SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
RT COLUMBIA (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
RT CHALLENGER (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
RT CHALLENGER (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
RT DISCOVERY (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
RT CHALLENGER (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION S1-A
RT DISCOVERY (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
RT DISCOVERY (ORBITER)
13
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C NASA THESAURUS SUPPLEMENT (PART 1)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
RT CHALLENGER (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
RT DISCOVERY (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
RT CHALLENGER (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
RT CHALLENGER (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
RT COLUMBIA (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
RT ATLANTIS (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
RT COLUMBIA (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
RT ATLANTIS (ORBITER)






SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
RT CHALLENGER (ORBITER)





. SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
SPACE SHUTTLE M]SSIONS-(CONT.)
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
• SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 099
USE CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
• SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 101
USE ENTERPRISE (ORBITER)
• SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 102
USE COLUMBIA (ORBITER)
• SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 103
USE DISCOVERY (ORBITER)
• SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 104
USE ATLANTIS (ORBITER)
• SPACE TELESCOPE
USE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
• SPACEBORNE LASERS

































































































































































USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
• STS-14
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
• STS-17
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
• STS-19
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
• STS-20
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
• STS-21
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
• STS-22
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
• STS-23
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
• STS-24
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
• STS-25
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
• STS-26
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
• STS-27
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
. STS-28
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
• STS-31









































RT EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS
SWEDEN









































































































































































UP INTERNATIONAL SOLAR POLAR MISSION
GS SPACE MISSIONS
ULYSSES MISSION









































































RT ALEUTIAN ISLANDS (US)
CASCADE RANGE (CA-OR-WA)
CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGION (US)
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
GREAT LAKES (NORTH AMERICA)
GREAT PLAINS CORRIDOR (NORTH
AMERICA)
GUAM














































































































































X RAY TIMING EXPLORER
EARTH SATELLITES
EXPLORER SATELLITES
X RAY TIMING EXPLORER
XENON CHLORIDE LASERS




















USE SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR
A, Space Shuttle Mission 31-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
A, Space Shuttle Mission 41-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
A, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
A-310 AIRCRAFT
A-320 AIRCRAFT
Access, Demand Assignment Multiple



























USE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Aided Manufacturing, Computer
USE COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING
Aided Mapping, Computer












USE FLY BY WIRE CONTROL
Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program
USE ACEE PROGRAM
Aircraft, Highly Maneuverable




















USE DATA FLOW ANALYSIS
Analysis, Gas Path
































USE MULTI-ANODE MICROCHANNEL ARRAYS
Arrest, Crack
USE CRACK ARREST
Assignment Multiple Access, Demand





















USE INDOOR AIR POLLUTION
Anode MicroChannel Arrays, MulU-
USE MULTI-ANODE MICROCHANNEL ARRAYS














USE GRAVITY PROBE B
B Satellite, Magsat
USE MAGSAT B SATELLITE
B, SIR-
USE SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR
B, Space Shuttle Mission 31-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
B, Space Shuttle Mission 41-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
B, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
Backscatter UV Spectrometer, Solar












USE NUMERICAL DATA BASES
Batteries, Nickel Iron















































C, Space Shuttle Mission 31-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
C, Space Shuttle Mission 41-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
C, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
CAD (Design)
USE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
CAM (Manufacturing)













NASA THESAURUS SUPPLEMENT (PART 2)
CATACLYSMIC VARIABLES
cAvrroNS
CDC CYBER 205 COMPUTER
Center (NASA), Space Operations

















USE CHARGE INJECTION DEVICES
Circuit Currents, Short
USE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS
CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDES
CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
City (NY), New York


























Communication, Ship To Shore
USE SHIP TO SHORE COMMUNICATION
NASA THESAURUS SUPPLEMENT (PART 2) Distribution, Circulation
Communication Systems, Mobile
USE MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Components Analysis, Principal
USE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS
Composites, Ceramic Matrix










Computer, CDC Cyber 205
USE CDC CYBER 205 COMPUTER
Computer Systems, Embedded
USE EMBEDDED COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Computerized Design






























USE VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS
Controllers, Power Factor






USE LOSS OF COOLANT
Coolant, Loss Of
























USE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS
Cusps, Polar
USE POLAR CUSPS
Cyber 205 Computer, CDC
USE CDC CYBER 205 COMPUTER
Cycle Engines, Topping






D, Space Shuttle Mission 31-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
D, Space Shuttle Mission 41-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
D, Space Shuttle Mission 51-













USE FRAMES (DATA PROCESSING)
DATA SIMULATION
DATA STRUCTURES
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
USE DMSP SATELLITES




USE SHUTTLE DERIVED VEHICLES
DESERTIFICATION
(Design), CAD
USE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Design, Computer Aided
USE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Design, Control Systems































Disposal (In Space), Hazardous Material






















USE NOAA 8 SATELLITE
E, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E





USE PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
Efficiency Program, Aircraft Energy
USE ACEE PROGRAM






USE FLY BY WIRE CONTROL
ELECTRIC FURNACES
Electric Power Plants, Solar Thermal















Energy Efficiency Program, Aircraft
USE ACEE PROGRAM
Energy Efficiency Transport Program
USE ACEE PROGRAM
Energy Storage, Magnetic

























Exper, Feature Identification And Location




Explorer, Far UV Spectroscopie
USE FAR UV SPECTROSCOPIC EXPLORER
Explorer, X Ray Timing







F, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
Facility, Space Infrared Telescope
USE SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
Facing Steps, Backward
USE BACKWARD FACING STEPS
Facing Steps, Rearward
USE BACKWARD FACING STEPS
Factor Controllers, Power
USE POWER FACTOR CONTROLLERS
FAR UV SPECTROSCOPIC EXPLORER
FASTING






















Fixing And Ranging, Sound






















G, Space Shuttle Mission 41-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
G, Space Shuttle Mission 51-


































Integration, Very Large Scale
USE VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION

























USE LOCAL GROUP (ASTRONOMY)
GYRES
H
H, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
Habitats, Space
USE SPACE HABITATS












I, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
Identification And Location Exper, Feature
USE FEATURE IDENTIFICATION AND LOCATION
EXPER
IGFET






USE SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR




In Earth Neighborhood, Origin Of Plasmas
USE OPEN PROJECT
(In Space), Hazardous Material Disposal










USE GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
INFORMATION TRANSFER
INFRARED SIGNATURES
Infrared Telescope Facility, Space


















USE ROTOR BODY INTERACTIONS
Interactions, Solar Planetary
USE SOLAR PLANETARY INTERACTIONS
Interactions, Surface Noise



















USE PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
J, Space Shuttle Mission 51-















L, Space Shuttle Mission 51-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
L-SAT
Laden Jets, Particle




USE ADA (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
Language), APL (Programming





Large Scale Integration, Very
USE VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
Large Space Telescope
USE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE











USE XENON CHLORIDE LASERS
LENNARD-JONES POTENTIAL
LES (Satellites)
USE LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITES
LEVITATION MELTING
Library Systems, Integrated









Location Exper, Feature Identification And


























Main Sequence Stars, Pre-








USE FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Maneuverable Aircraft, Highly






USE MANNED MANEUVERING UNITS
Maneuvering Vehicles, Orbital
USE ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLES
MANNED MANEUVERING UNITS
(Manufacturing), CAM
USE COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING
Manufacturing, Computer Aided
USE COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING
Mapping, Computer Aided






NASA THESAURUS SUPPLEMENT (PART 2)
MARINER MARK 2 SPACECRAFT
Maritime Satellites, Marecs
USE MARECS MARITIME SATELLITES
Mark 2 Spacecraft, Mariner
USE MARINER MARK 2 SPACECRAFT
MARS 7 SPACECRAFT
Material Disposal (In Space), Hazardous

























USE VIRTUAL MEMORY SYSTEMS
Mesfets











USE EXPLORER 46 SATELLITE
Meteorological Satellite Program, Defense
USE DMSP SATELLITES
Method, Conjugate Gradient























Mission 31-A, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
Mission 31-B, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
Mission 31-C, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
Mission 31-D, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
Mission 41-A, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
Mission 41-B, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
Mission 41-C, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
Mission 41-D, Space Shuttle



















Multiple Access, Demand Assignment






Orbiter 104, Space Shuttle
Noise Interactions, Surface


















USE HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER
Number, Low Reynolds
USE LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
NUMERICAL DATA BASES
(NY), New York City
USE NEW YORK CITY (NY)
Mission 41-Q, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G N
Mission 51-A, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
Mission 51-6, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51 -B
Mission 51-C, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
Mission 51-D, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
Mission 51-E, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
Mission 51-F, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
Mission 51-Q, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
Mission 51-H, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
Mission 51-1, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
Mission 51-J, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
Mission 51-L, Space Shuttle
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
Missions, Space Shuttle








(NASA), Space Operations Center
USE SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER (NASA)
Navigation System, Transit
USE TRANSIT NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Nebulae, Reflection
USE REFLECTION NEBULAE























Operations Center (NASA), Space


















Orbiter 099, Space Shuttle
USE CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
Orbiter 103, Space Shuttle
USE DISCOVERY (ORBITEH)
Orbiter 104, Space Shuttle
USE ATLANTIS (ORBITER)
Origin Of Plasmas In Earth Neighborhood NASA THESAURUS SUPPLEMENT (PART 2)








USE VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS
Parameter, Time Temperature
USE TIME TEMPERATURE PARAMETER
PARTICLE LADEN JETS
(Particle Physics), Flavor
USE FLAVOR (PARTICLE PHYSICS)
Path Analysis, Gas
















USE FLAVOR (PARTICLE PHYSICS)
Physiology, Gravitational
USE GRAVITATIONAL PHYSIOLOGY
Pioneer 12 Space Probe
USE PIONEER VENUS SPACECRAFT
Planetary Interactions, Solar
USE SOLAR PLANETARY INTERACTIONS
PLANETARY RINGS
Plants, Solar Thermal Electric Power




Plasmas In Earth Neighborhood, Origin Of
USE OPEN PROJECT
(Plasmas), Tearing Modes
USE TEARING MODES (PLASMAS)














Power Plants, Solar Thermal Electric
USE SOLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC POWER
PLANTS
Power Supplies, Aircraft










USE GRAVITY PROBE B
Probe, Pioneer 12 Space
USE PIONEER VENUS SPACECRAFT
Problem, Dining Philosophers










USE FRAMES (DATA PROCESSING)
Program, ACEE
USE ACEE PROGRAM
Program, Aircraft Energy Efficiency
USE ACEE PROGRAM
Program, Brazilian Space
USE BRAZILIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Program, DAST
USE DAST PROGRAM
Program, Defense Meteorological Satellite
USE DMSP SATELLITES






USE SWEDISH SPACE PROGRAM
Program, Swiss Space
USE SWISS SPACE PROGRAM
(Programming Language), Ada
USE ADA (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
(Programming Language), APL


























USE INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS
Ranging, Sound Fixing And
USE SOUND FIXING AND RANGING
Rate, Bit Error
USE BIT ERROR RATE
Rate, Pulse Repetition





Ray Imaging Scope, Low Intensity X
USE LIXISCOPES
Ray Timing Explorer, X
USE X RAY TIMING EXPLORER
RAYLEIGH-BENARD CONVECTION
Rays, Galactic Cosmic
USE GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS
REAGENTS
Rearward Facing Steps





USE REVERSE SWITCHING RECTIFIERS











USE PULSE REPETITION RATE
Research Wings, Aeroelastle














USE HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER
Reynolds Number, Low





USE ARIES SOUNDING ROCKET
Rocket Ramjets, Integral















USE COSMOS 954 SATELLITE
SATELLITE DOPPLER POSITIONING
Shuttle Mission 51-1, Space
Satellite, Explorer 44
USE EXPLORER 44 SATELLITE
Satellite, Explorer 46





USE MAGSAT B SATELLITE
Satellite, Meteorold Technology
USE EXPLORER 46 SATELLITE
Satellite, NOAA 8
USE NOAA 8 SATELLITE
Satellite, Poseidon
USE POSEIDON SATELLITE



















USE LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITES
Satellites, Marecs Maritime









Scale Integration, Very Large























USE PRE-MAIN SEQUENCE STARS
SFAR




SHIP TO SHORE COMMUNICATION
Shore Communication, Ship To




Shuttle Mission 31-A, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
Shuttle Mission 31-B, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
Shuttle Mission 31-C, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
Shuttle Mission 31-0, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
Shuttle Mission 41-A, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
Shuttle Mission 41-B, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
Shuttle Mission 41-C, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
Shuttle Mission 41-D, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
Shuttle Mission 41-G, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
Shuttle Mission S1-A, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
Shuttle Mission 51-B, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
Shuttle Mission 51-C, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
Shuttle Mission 51-D, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
Shuttle Mission 51-E, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
Shuttle Mission 51-f, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
Shuttle Mission 51-G, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
Shuttle Mission 51-H, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H




Shuttle Mission 51-1, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
Shuttle Mission 51-J, Space NASA THESAURUS SUPPLEMENT (PART 2)
Shuttle Mission 51-J, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51^
Shuttle Mission 51-L, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
Shuttle Missions, Space
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
Shuffle Orblter 099, Space
USE CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
Shuttle Orfatter 103, Space
USE DISCOVERY (ORBITER)













USE SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR
SIR-B





USE SOUND FIXING AND RANGING
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE TOOLS

















Solid Zones, Liquid Plus
USE MUSHY ZONES
Solrad 10 Satellite






USE SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE
SOUND FIXING AND RANGING
Sounding Rocket, Aries
USE ARIES SOUNDING ROCKET
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION
SPACE HABITATS
Space), Hazardous Material Disposal (In
USE HAZARDOUS MATERIAL DISPOSAL (IN
SPACE)
SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER (NASA)
Space Probe, Pioneer 12
USE PIONEER VENUS SPACECRAFT
Space Program, Brazilian
USE BRAZILIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Space Program, Swedish
USE SWEDISH SPACE PROGRAM
Space Program, Swiss
USE SWISS SPACE PROGRAM
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-8
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION S1-E
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
Space Shuffle Ortriter 099
USE CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
Space Shuffle Orblter 101
USE ENTERPRISE (ORBITER)
Space Shuffle Orblter 102
USE COLUMBIA (ORBITER)
Space Shuttle Orblter 103
USE DISCOVERY (ORBITER)





USE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
Space Telescope, Hubble












Spacecraft, Mariner Mark 2
USE MARINER MARK 2 SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft, Mare 7









Spectrometer, Solar Backscatter UV





Spectroscoplc Explorer, Far UV













USE PRE-MAIN SEQUENCE STARS
Stare, Red Dwarf
















USE BACKWARD FACING STEPS
Steps, Rearward Facing
USE BACKWARD FACING STEPS
STEREOPHONICS
Storage, Magnetic Energy















USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
STS-14
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
STS-17
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
STS-19
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
STS-20
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
STS-21
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
STS-22
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
STS-23
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
STS-24
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
STS-25
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
STS-26
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
STS-27
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
STS-28
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
STS-31






USE AIRCRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
SURFACE NOISE INTERACTIONS
Surface Temperature, Sea

















USE TRANSIT NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Systems Design, Control








USE FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Systems, Geographic Information
USE GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Systems, Integrated Library
USE INTEGRATED LIBRARY SYSTEMS
Systems, Mobile Communication




USE VIRTUAL MEMORY SYSTEMS
TAGN
TAIWAN











USE EXPLORER 46 SATELLITE




Telescope Facility, Space Infrared
USE SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
Telescope, Hubble Space
USE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
Telescope, Solar Optical
USE SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE
Telescope, Space




USE TIME TEMPERATURE PARAMETER
TEMPERATURE RATIO
Temperature, Sea Surface


















USE UNIFIED FIELD THEORY
THERMAL ANALYSIS
Thermal Electric Power Plants, Solar







Timing Explorer, X Ray













USE AUTOMATED TRANSIT VEHICLES









USE AUTOMATED TRANSIT VEHICLES
























UV Spectrometer, Solar Backscatter
USE SOLAR BACKSCATTER UV
SPECTROMETER
UV Spectroscoplc Explorer, Far















USE ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLES
Vehicles, Shuttle Derived





Vertical Attitude Takeoff-Landlng Aircraft
USE VATOL AIRCRAFT






























X Ray Imaging Scope, Low Intensity
USE LIXISCOPES
X RAY TIMING EXPLORER
XENON CHLORIDE LASERS
York City (NY), New
USE NEW YORK CITY (NY)
Zones, Float
USE FLOAT ZONES










2 Spacecraft, Mariner Mark








USE MARS 7 SPACECRAFT
8 Satellite, NOAA




USE EXPLORER 44 SATELLITE
12 Space Probe, Pioneer
USE PIONEER VENUS SPACECRAFT
13, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
14, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
17, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
19, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
20, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
21, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
22, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
23, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
24, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
25, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
26, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
27, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
28, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
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31, STS-
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
31-A, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
31-8, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
31-C, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
31-D, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
41-A, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
41-B, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
41-C, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
41-D, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
41-G, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
44 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 44 SATELLITE
46 Satellite, Explorer
USE EXPLORER 46 SATELLITE
51-A, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-A
51-B, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
51-C, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
S1-O, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
51-E, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
51-F, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
51-G, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
51-H, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
51-1, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-1
51-J, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
51-L, Space Shuttle Mission
USE SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
099, Space Shuttle Orblter
USE CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
103, Space Shuttle Orblter
USE DISCOVERY (ORBITER)
104, Space Shuttle Orblter
USE ATLANTIS (ORBITER)
205 Computer, CDC Cyber













Deleted, term now postable
BARYON RESONANCES






















Deleted, term now postable
DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS

















Use SYNTHETIC APERATURE RADAR
Deleted, term now postable
INFORMATION TRANSFER
Use COMMUNICATING









Transferred to INTELSAT SATELLITES
INTERNATIONAL SOLAR POLAR MISSON
Transferred to ULYSSES MISSION
(SEE A
Use INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 1
Deleted
ISEEB
Use INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 2
Deleted
ISEEC
Use INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 3
Deleted
COMPUTERIZED DESIGN
Transferred to COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
CONDENSERS (LIQUIFIERS)



























Transferred to EXPERIMENT DESIGN
EXPLORER 42 SATELLITE




Use EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAM
HALLEY'S COMET
Deleted, term now postable
GREEN FUNCTION
Transferred to GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
ISEE1
Use INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 1
Deleted
(SEE 2
Use INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 2
Deleted
(SEE 3








Transferred to LANDSAT 4
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE
Transferred to HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
LES
Use LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITE
Changed to LES (SATELLITES)
Use LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITES
RADIATION MEDICINE




Transferred to RCA SATCOM SATELLITES
VERTICAL ATTITUDE TAKEOFF-LANDING AIRCRAFT
Use VOTAL AIRCRAFT
Changed to VERTICAL ATTITUDE TAKEOFF-
LANDING AIRCRAFT
Use VATOL AIRCRAFT
LOW INTENSITY X-RAY IMAGING SCOPE
Transferred to LOW INTENSITY X RAY IMAGING SCOPE
RECTANGULAR GUIDES
Transferred to RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDES
LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE (LBNP) ROMANIA
Use ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY) Use RUMANIA
Deleted Deleted
LUNAR ATMOSPHERES




Transferred to LYRA CONSTELLATION
SEASAT-A SATELLITE





Replaced by Use SORTIE SYSTEMS
MESON RESONANCES




Transferred to NIMBUS 6
NIMBUS G
Transferred to NIMBUS 7
NORTH VIETNAM
Transferred to NOVA SATELLITES
SORTIE LAB
USE SPACELAB
Replaced by Use SORTIE SYSTEMS
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 5 FLIGHT
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 6 FLIGHT
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 7 FLIGHT
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 8 FLIGHT
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 9 FLIGHT
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 10 FLIGHT
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 11 FLIGHT
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 12 FLIGHT
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 15 FLIGHT
Transferee! to appropriate SPACE
SHUTTLE MISSION numbered terms
NOVA SATELLITE
Transferred to NOVA SATELLITES
TEARING MODE (PLASMAS)
Transferred to TEARING MODES (PLASMAS)
OFT 5
Use SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 5 FLIGHT
Deleted
OFT 6
Use SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 6 FLIGHT
Deleted
OKHOTSK SEA
Transferred to SEA OF OKHOTSK
THRUSTORS
Use ROCKET ENGINES
Deleted, term now postable
TIROS N SATELLITES








Transferred to TRANSIT SATELLITES
PAYLOAD TRANSFER (STS)
Transferred to PAYLOAD TRANSFER
PHASED LOCKED SYSTEMS





UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Transferred to UNITED STATES
UPPER VOLTA
Transferred to BURKINA
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